Tech for Social
Impact

Industry Accelerators
The Dynamics 365 Industry Accelerators are a suite of
solutions that enable ISVs, SIs and Partners to rapidly
build industry focused solutions on top of our Business
Application and Intelligence Platforms. The following
Accelerators are currently in market:
1

Automotive

2

Financial Services

3

Higher Education

4

Health

5

Nonprofit
See https://github.com/Microsoft/Dynamics-365-Industry-Accelerators for more details.

Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator
The Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator is a framework
that enables Partners to rapidly build solutions to help
nonprofits scale their impact through:
1

Program delivery

2

Fundraising

3

Volunteer management

An integral component is the Common Data Model
(CDM) for Nonprofits, the first common data standard
built specifically for and with the nonprofit sector.
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Nonprofit challenges
Need interoperability across solutions
Need ways to better measure impact
Need solutions purpose-built for program delivery
Need to increase data transparency
Need to share best practices across the sector
Need a healthy partner ecosystem
Need solutions to be performant and secure

Why customers care

2
3
4
5
6

Time and cost savings due to lower development costs when your

partner(s) leverage the Accelerator.

Interoperability with other CDM aligned solutions, allowing you to

leverage existing technologies, and build upon what you already have.

Better insights from your data, including ability to track from

donation funding through to programmatic activity.

Standardized data modelling including IATI compliant reporting

for those organizations that need it.

Proven best practices built-into the data model developed by and

for the nonprofit industry.

Microsoft commitment to the Common Data Model and Common

Data Services, investing in these areas.

Dynamics 365 Nonprofit
Accelerator provides an

estimated 15% savings
in implementation
costs for the customer.



1

– Kevin E. Fraser,
Microsoft Dynamics ERP Lead,
Ernst & Young LLP

Why Partners care
1

Strategic investment from Microsoft alongside input from nonprofits and
partners who serve the nonprofit sector.

2

Lower development costs for partners who leverage connectors, templates
and sample applications in their client implementations.

3

Interoperability with other CDM-aligned solutions, allowing customers to
connect their data, leverage other Dynamics 365 solutions, and leverage
other Microsoft solutions.

4

Better insights from data by using a common data models aligned to widely
adopted international data standards, incorporating unique donor
requirements, automatic updates of code lists, and data entry.

5

Results and outcomes focused from the ground up means partners can
delivery solutions uniquely tuned to what matters most: program efficacy.

6

Openly available on GitHub, the CDM and Dynamics Nonprofit Accelerator
are freely available to any organization and any partner to use as-is, refine, or
customize.
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Dedicated Nonprofit
Dynamics Partners

Partner onboarding process
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Submit your organization
details on
http://aka.ms/cdmengage

Apply to become a member of the
Dynamics 365 Insider Program on the
Dynamics Insider Portal (NDA required
for approval)

Access to the Nonprofit Common
Data Model Preview
After you receive the email (confirming
access), click on this link –
https://aka.ms/nonprofitcdmpreview –
to access the Nonprofit Common Data
Model Preview.

Start a discussion
and/or give feedback
On a regular basis, the
Microsoft team will
review this feedback
and follow-up with
any questions.

Feedback process
Pre-release
accelerator
solutions &
docs available
via Insider
Portal
Implement
changes
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Microsoft
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The latest version of
the Dynamics 365
Nonprofit Accelerator
is currently in Public
Preview!
Be part of shaping the
solution and share
your feedback today.

Key takeaways
1

Nonprofits have a real need for digital transformation to
help them with their mission.

2

Microsoft is investing in the Common Data Model for
Nonprofits and the Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator
to help Partners deliver solutions that drive social impact.

3

Feedback is critical from both Partners and Nonprofit
organizations to help evolve the Common Data Model
and Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator.

Join the Dynamics
365 Insider Program

Innovate and collaborate through the Insider Program
https://experience.dynamics.com

Download the
resources

• View the Sample Apps & technical guides from GitHub
• Read the latest blog announcement

Become a Partner
for Social Impact

Sign up for the Partners for Social Impact Community at
aka.ms/JoinPSI

Thank you

